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ABSTRACT 
Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Elliptic Partial Differential Equations with 
Random Coefficients 
by 
Kun Liu 
This thesis proposes and analyses two numerical methods for solving elliptic par-
tial differential equations with random coefficients. The stochastic problem is first 
transformed into a parametrized one by the use of the Karhunen-Loeve expansion. 
This new problem is then discretized by the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method. A 
priori error estimate in the energy norm for the stochastic discontinuous Galerkin so-
lution is derived. In addition, the expected value of the numerical error is theoretically 
bounded in the energy norm and the L2 norm. In the second approach, the Monte 
Carlo method is used to generate independent identically distributed realizations of 
the stochastic coefficients. The resulting deterministic problems are solved by the DG 
method. Next, estimates are obtained for the error between the average of these ap-
proximate solutions and the expected value of the exact solution. The Monte Carlo 
discontinuous Galerkin method is tested numerically on several examples. Results 
show that the nonsymmetric DG method is stable independently of meshes and the 
value of penalty parameter. Symmetric and incomplete DG methods are stable only 
when the penalty parameter is large enough. Finally, comparisons with the Monte 
Carlo finite element method and the Monte Carlo discontinuous Galerkin method are 
presented for several cases. 
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Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
This thesis establishes the stochastic discontinuous Galerkin (SDG) method and the 
Monte Carlo discontinuous Galerkin (MCDG) method for elliptic partial differen-
tial equations in which both of the diffusion and the load functions are stochastic 
processes. 
Modelling uncertainty is a promising research area which has rapidly developed 
in the recent decades. Stochastic partial different equations (SPDEs) inevitably have 
become one of the most powerful tools to model stochastic problems arising from 
the practical world. For example, Dawson-Watanabe processes and Fleming-Voit 
processes have been widely used in genetics and the stochastic N avier-Stokes equations 
plays an important role in fluid mechanics [1J. However, finding the joint probability 
distribution of the solution to SPDEs can be challenging. In practice, we compute 
the expected value of the solution. 
In my thesis, I make the finite dimensional noise assumption. Truncated Karhunen-
Loeve (KL) expansion is used to transform the SPDEs into a parametrized problem. 
Compared with other methods, such as spectral representation which is used to ex-
pand a stochastic process in a sum of trigonometric functions with random phase 
angles and amplitudes, K-L expansion is less computationally expensive [2]. 
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1.1 Discontinuous Galerkin Methods 
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is a class of variational methods for solving 
partial differential equations by approximating the solution by discontinuous piece-
wise polynomials. In 1973, the first discontinuous Galerkin method for hyperbolic 
equations was established (Reed and Hill [3]). In the late 1970s, the symmetric inte-
rior penalty Galerkin (SIPG) method was introduced by Wheeler [4J and Arnold [5J. 
In 1999, the nonsymmetric interior penalty Galerkin (NIPG) method was introduced 
by Riviere, Wheeler, and Girault [6J. Finally, in 2004, the incomplete interior penalty 
Galerkin (IIPG) method was introduced by Dawson, Sun and Wheeler [7J. Since the 
late nineties, the DG method has been widely used to solve deterministic PDEs be-
cause of its appealing properties: stable, locally mass conservative, effectively deals 
with complicated geometries and irregular meshes with hanging nodes and handles 
discontinuous coefficients. In my thesis, I discretize the parametrized SPDEs by the 
SIPG, NIPG and IIPG methods. 
One motivation for using DG discretization is that for deterministic elliptic prob-
lems with discontinuous coefficients, the DG solution is more accurate on a fixed 
mesh than the classical finite element solution [8J. Another motivation is the great 
flexibility of DG methods. For flow and transport problems arising in porous media, 
the DG method is well suited as it easily allows for adaptive meshes and it is locally 
mass conservative. 
1.2 Literature Review 
The problem that this thesis addresses is a linear elliptic partial differential equation 
with random coefficients. There are many numerical methods to approximate the 
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solution to this problem, which depend on the structure of the noise in the stochastic 
domain. For example, Taylor expansion up to second order can be used (Kleiber 
and Hien [9]). In the paper [10], Babuska, Tempone and Zouraris formulate k x h-
version and p x h- version stochastic finite element method and give the HI and 
L2 error estimates for the expected value of the solution. They point out that the 
p x h-version method yields an exponential rate of convergence rate with respect 
to the degree of the polynomials used in the Galerkin approximation. Besides, they 
establish the Monte Carlo finite element method and conclude that the stochastic 
error tends to zero a.s. when the number of the realization increases and the spatial 
discretization error is of second order with respect to the mesh size. In my thesis, I 
formulate the k x h-version stochastic DG method and the Monte Carlo DG method 
and discuss their convergence properties. 
Furthermore, when the dimension of the outcome set is large, Babuska, Tempone 
and Zouraris [11 J point out that the Monte Carlo finite element method is the most 
effective when the K-L expansion of the diffusion coefficient needs many terms, re-
gardless of exponential rate of p x h-version stochastic finite element method. In 
my thesis, I implement the Monte Carlo DG method. However, if we have a small 
number of random variables, i.e., the dimension of the outcome set is small, such 
as 20, Babuska, Nobileb and Tempone [12J conclude that the stochastic collocation 
method offers many appealing advantages. It leads to completely uncoupled deter-
ministic problems and treats this problem efficiently when the stochastic coefficients 
depend non-linearly on the random variables. In [13]' Ganis, Yotov and Zhong present 
an efficient multi-scale stochastic framework for uncertainty quantification in porous 
media model with multiple rock types. They use the stochastic collocation method 
to approximate the solution to this problem which are based on Darcy's law with 
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nonstationary stochastic permeability which is represented by K-L expansion. I will 
consider the stochastic collocation method in the future. 
If we involve the white noise in our problem, it becomes much more complicated. 
However, if the coefficients are deterministic, Allen, Novosel and Zhang [14] study 
finite difference and finite element schemes on a one-dimensional spatial domain. 
Additionally, they propose the finite element method for both parabolic and elliptic 
stochastic partial differential equations. Recently, Yao and Bo [15] study two and 
three dimensional cases by using discontinuous Galerkin method. They present the 
local discontinuous Galerkin method and prove that the convergence rates of the £2 
errors in the two and three dimensional space are lower than the convergence rates 
in the one dimensional case. However, if the coefficients are stochastic processes, the 
problem is challenging. I hope to do further research on this case. 
As I mention, this thesis implements Monte Carlo method [16] to numerically 
approximate the solutions to the elliptic partial differential equations with stochastic 
coefficients. The Monte Carlo method can be coded concisely. It generates indepen-
dent identically distributed approximations of the solution by sampling the diffusion 
function and the load function. In my thesis, DG methods are applied to discretize 
the spatial domain of the partial differential equations. Although the convergence 
rate of Monte Carlo method is considered slow, in my thesis its computational work 
is only determined by the number of the simulation, the degree of the polynomial and 
the mesh size. In [17, 18], we find that Quasi-Monte Carlo methods have a better 
convergence rate than Monte Carlo method if the number of the random variables is 
small. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
In chapter 2, I introduce the function spaces and the parametrized SPDE problem 
which is discussed in my thesis. In Chapter 3, I recall a priori error estimate in 
the energy norm by Babuska, Tempone and Zouraris [10] and give a detailed proof. 
In Chapter 4, I formulate the stochastic discontinuous Galerkin method and derive 
two a priori error estimates of the expected value in the energy norm and £2 norm 
for this method. In Chapter 5, I construct the Monte Carlo discontinuous Galerkin 
method and develop a priori error estimates for the expected value of the solution. In 
Chapter 6, I give numerical examples of using truncated Karhunen-Loeve expansion 
to approximate the standard Wiener process and I use Monte Carlo discontinuous 
Galerkin method to simulate the expected value and variance of the NIPG, SIPG 
and IIPG solution to the parametrized problem introduced in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2 
Stochastic Partial Differential Equations 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I first introduce the definitions of the function spaces in which the 
problem in my thesis are discussed. The isomorphism between some of these spaces 
is particularly mentioned in this part. Then, I introduce the stochastic model which 
this thesis addresses. It is a second order linear elliptic problem with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions and random coefficients. The existence and uniqueness 
ofthe solution to this problem is studied. In the last section of this chapter, I introduce 
the Karhunen-Loeve expansion, which is used to transform a stochastic problem into 
a parametrized problem. Then, I consider the case of finite dimensional noise, which 
allows the use of finite element methods, such as continuous Galerkin method and 
discontinuous Galerkin method, which are discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
2.2 Function Spaces 
In this section, I introduce the function spaces in which the problems in my thesis are 
addressed. Additionally, isomorphism between these spaces is used when establishing 
the definition of the stochastic Sobolev Space. 
2.2.1 Banach Space 
Let X denote a real linear space. 
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Definition 2.1 A mapping II II : X --+ [0,(0) is called a norm if 
• Ilu + vii::;: Ilull + Ilvll \:Iu, vEX. 
• II>,ull = 1>.lllull \:Iu EX,>' E lEt 
• Ilull = 0 if and only if u = O. 
In the following, I will assume X is a normed linear space. 
Definition 2.2 A sequence {Uk}k=l C X converges to u EX, which is written as 
Uk --+ u, if 
lim Iluk - ull = o. 
k-+oo 
Definition 2.3 (Cauchy Sequence) A sequence {Uk}~l C X is called a Cauchy se-
quence if for any E > 0 there exists N > 0 such that 
Ilum - unll < E \:1m, n 2: N. 
The space X is complete if each Cauchy sequence in X converges; that is, whenever 
{Udk=l is a Cauchy sequence, there exists u E X such that {Uk}~l converges to u. 
Definition 2.4 (Banach Space) A Banach Space is a complete, normed linear space. 
2.2.2 Hilbert Space 
Let H be a real linear space. 
Definition 2.5 (Inner Product) A mapping ( ,) H x H --+ ]H;. is called an inner 
product if 
• (u,v)=(v,u) \:Iu,vEH. 
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• the mapping u f-' (u, v) is linear for each v E H. 
• (u,u)~O 'VuEH. 
• (u, u) = 0 if and only if u = O. 
Remark: If ( , ) is an inner product, the associated norm is 
Ilull =~, 'Vu E H. 
Definition 2.6 (Hilbert Space) A Hilbert Space is a Banach space endowed with an 
inner product and associated norm. 
Definition 2.7 A metric space is called separable if it contains a countable dense 
subset; that is, there exists a sequence of elements of this space such that every 
non empty open subset of the space contains at least one element of the sequence. 
Definition 2.8 (Orthogonal) Let H be a separable Hilbert Space. 
• Two elements u, v E H are orthogonal if (u, v) = O. 
• We say a countable basis {¢k}k(~=l CHis orthogonal if 
'Vm, n ~ 1, m i= n 
'Vm ~ 1. 
Remark: If u E Hand {¢d~l CHis an orthogonal basis, we can write 
00 
u = I)u, ¢k)¢k, 
k=l 
and the series converges in H. In addition 
00 
IIul1 2 = I)u, ¢k)2. 
k=l 
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2.2.3 Measure Theory 
Definition 2.9 Let F be a collection of subsets of a set 0. Then F is called a cr-field 
if and only if it satisfies the following properties: 
• The empty set 0 belongs to F; 
• If A belongs to F, then the complement AC belongs to F; 
• If AI, A2 , •.. , is a sequence of elements of F, then their union U:I Ai belongs 
to F. 
Definition 2.10 If C is any collection of subsets of 0, then the cr-field generated by 
C, denoted cr(C), is the smallest cr-field containing C. (Here, "smallest" means that 
if F is any cr-field containing C, then cr(C) c F.) 
A pair (0, F) consisting of a set ° and a cr-field F is called a measurable space. The 
elements of F are called measurable sets or events. 
We now define the Borel cr-field on the real line R 
Definition 2.11 The Borel cr- field B on lR is the cr-field generated by the collection 
of all finite open intervals. We can write 
B = cr({(a,b) : -00 < a < b < oo}). 
The elements of B are called Borel sets. 
Definition 2.12 A measure space (0, F, J.l) is a triple, consisting of an underlying set 
0, a cr-field F, a function J.l called the measure with domain F and satisfying the 
following: 
• 0 ~ J.l(A) ~ 00 for all A E F; 
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• fL(0) = 0; 
• If A 1 , A2 , .. , is a sequence of disjoint elements of F (i.e. Ai n Aj = 0 for all 
i 1= j), then 
A probability space is a measure space (0" F, P) for which P(o') = 1. It is called a 
complete probability space if F contains all subsets G of 0, with P-outer measure 
zero, i.e. with 
P*(G) := inf{P(F) IF E F, G c F} = O. 
Now, I introduce an important theorem about Lebesgue measure. 
Theorem 2.1 (Existence of Lebesgue measure and Lebesgue measurable sets) 
There exists a O"-neld M of subsets ofJRN and a mapping: 
II: M --+ [0,+00] 
with the following properties: 
• Every open subset of JRN, and thus every closed subset of JRN, belong to M. 
• If B is any ball in JRN, then IBI equals the N-dimensional volume of B. 
• If {Ad~l C M and the sets {Ak}~l are pairwise disjoint, then 
00 00 
UAk = LIAkl. 
k=l k=l 
• If A ~ B, where B EM and IBI = 0, then A E M and IAI = o. 
Then, the sets in M are called Lebesgue measurable sets and 1·1 is the N-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. 
Remark: If some property holds everywhere on JRN, except on a measurable set with 
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Lebesgue measure zero, we say the property holds almost everywhere, abbreviated 
"a.e.". 
Definition 2.13 Let (0,.1") and (A, 9) be measurable spaces and f : 0 ---7 A a function. 
Then f is a measurable function iff f- 1 (9) C .1", in which case we shall write f : 
(0,.1") ---7 (A, Q). If A = lR and Q is the Borel a-field, then we say f is Borel 
measurable or a (real valued) Borel function. 
In probability theory, a measurable function is called a random object or random 
element and usually denoted by X, Y, . .. , and a real valued Borel function is called a 
random variable. 
2.2.4 Sobolev Space 
Definition 2.14 A measurable function f : 0 ---7 R, where (0,.1", /-l) is a measure 
space, is said to be summable if the Lebesgue integral of the absolute value of f exists 
and is finite, 
In Ifldx < 00. 
Definition 2.15 Let (0,.1",/-l) be measure space and f : 0 ---7 lR be measurable. For 
1 ~ P < 00, let 
1 
IlfIILP(O) = (In IfIPdX) p 1 ~ p < 00. 
and for the case p = 00, set 
Ilfllv'''(o) = ess sup{lf(x)ILP(O) : x EO}. 
where esssupf = inf{a E lR: /-l({x: f(x) > a}) = O}. 
In either case, we define the Lebesgue Space 
LP(O) = {f : 0 ---7 lR 1 IlfIILP(n) < oo}. 
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Definition 2.16 For a domain 0, the set of locally integrable functions is denoted by 
We define: 
Lfoc(O) = {f : f E LP(U) \:j compact U C O} 
COO(O) 
C~(O) 
{u : 0 -> lR [ u is infinitely differentiable}. 
{u E COO(O) with compact support}. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Definition 2.17 (Weak Derivative) Suppose u,v E Lfoc(O) , and a is a multi-index. 
We say that v is the ath-weak partial derivative of u, written 
provided 
where [a[ = 001 + ... + an for a = (001, ... , an). 
Definition 2.18 (Sobolev Space) The Sobolev Space Wk,P(O) consists of all locally 
summable function u : 0 -> lR such that for each multi-index a with [a[ ::; k, DQu 
exists in the weak sense and belongs to LP (0) . 
Definition 2.19 (Sobolev Norm) If u E Wk,P(O), we define its norm to be 
p = 00. 
Remark: if P = 2, we usually write 
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Note that the space W k ,2(D) is a Hilbert space, with inner product (', . )wk,2(n) defined 
by 
We also define 
(u, V)wk,2(n) = L (DO<u, DO<vh2 (n). 
1001~k 
HJ(D) = {u E HI(D),u = 0 on aD}. 
equipped with the norm 
2.2.5 Stochastic Sobolev Space 
In this part, I recall the definition of stochastic Sobolev space as given in [11]. I 
introduce some basic concepts which are the foundation for building the stochastic 
Sobolev space. 
Definition 2.20 {Indicator Function} The indicator function of a subset A of a set X 
is a function 
IA :X-----t{O,l} 
defined as 
if x E A, 
if x t/- A. 
Definition 2.21 {Simple Function} Let (D, F) be measurable space. Let AI, . .. ,An 
be a sequence of measurable sets in F, and let al,' .. ,an be a sequence of real or 
complex numbers, A simple function is a function of the form 
n 
f(x) = L akIAk (x), 
k=l 
where IAk is an indicator function. 
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Now, I give an important definition in the process of establishing the stochastic 
Sobolev space. 
Definition 2.22 (Strongly Measurable) A function f : B - X is strongly measurable 
if there exists a sequence of simple functions Ik : B - X such that 
Ik(x) - f(x) for a.e. x E B. 
Definition 2.23 A measure space (0., F, J-l) is complete if A c B, B E F and J-l(B) = 0 
together imply that A E F (and hence that P(A) = 0). 
Definition 2.24 (Completion of a Measure Space) Given a measure space (0., F, J-l), 
there is an extension (0., Fo, J-lo) of this measure space that is complete. The smallest 
such extension (i.e. the smallest a-field Fo) is called the completion of the measure 
space. 
Then, we define the tensor product space of two Hilbert spaces. 
Definition 2.25 Let HI, H2 be two Hilbert spaces with inner products (-,.) Hl and 
(', ')H2' respectively. The tensor product space HI ®H2 is the completion of the inner 
product space by defining 
Remark: Note that L2(n1 ) and Hk(n2) are Hilbert spaces, where ni c ~N, i = 1,2. 
Consider the tensor product space L2(n1 ) ® Hk(n2)' Its inner product is defined as 
Therefore, if u E L2(n 1 ) ® H 1(n2), then u(y,') E Hk(n2) a.e. on 0.1 and u(·, x) E 
L2 (n 1 ) a.e. on 0.2 . 
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In order to find the relationship between tenser product spaces, we need the definition 
of Hilbert space isomorphism. 
Definition 2.26 (Isomorphism) An isomorphism of the Hilbert space HI onto the 
Hilbert space H2 is a one to one mapping T of HI onto H2 such that for all II, h E HI, 
• T(afl + bf2) = aTII + bTh for all scalars a and b. 
Remark: If there is an isomorphism of the spaces HI and H2, we denote by 
Note that if HI ~ H2 and HI ~ H3 , then H2 ~ H3 • 
Recall that Oi c JRN, i = 1,2. We define 
and 
v : 0 1 x O2 ---t JR 1 v is strongly measurable and \;fa E Nk, with 10'.1 ~ k, 
Hk(02; L2(01)) = there exists oov E L2(02) 0 L2(01) such that \;f</J E Cgo(Ol x ( 2 ) : 
r (oov(y, .), </J(y, ·))£2(fh)dy = (_1)10 1 r (v(y, .), oo</J(y, ·))£2(n2)dy. inl inl 
Since L2(01) 0 Hk(02) ~ L2(01; Hk(02)), Hk(02) 0 L2(01) ~ Hk(02; L2(Od) and 
L2(01)0Hk(02) = Hk(02)0L2(01), thus we have L2(01)0Hk(02) ~ L2(01; Hk(02)) ~ 
Hk(02; L2(01)). 
Definition 2.27 (stochastic Sobolev spaces) For a given complete probability space 
(0, F, P), D c lRN , the stochastic Sobolev spaces are defined by: 
L~(O; Wk,q(D)) = {v : 0 x D ~ lR I v is strongly measurable 
and In Ilv(w, ·)II~k.q(D)dP(w) < oo}, 
L[/(O; Wk,q(D)) = {v: 0 x D ~ lR I v is strongly measurable 
and P - esssuPwEn Ilv(w, ')II~k,q(D) < oo} 
where IA dP = I IA(W)dP(w) = P(A) for all A E F. 
2.3 Important Inequalities 
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In this section, I introduce some important inequalities which are frequently used in 
my thesis. 
2.3.1 Trace Inequalities 
In this subsection, I first give the trace theorem, then the trace inequalities are re-
called. 
Theorem 2.2 (Trace Theorem) 
Let D be a bounded domain with polygonal boundary aD and outward normal vec-
tor n. There exist trace operators 'Yo : HS(D) ~ Hs- 1/ 2 (8D) for S > 1/2 and 
'Yl : HS(D) ~ Hs-3/ 2(aD) for S > 3/2 that are extensions of the boundary val-
ues and boundary normal derivatives, respectively. The operators 'Yj are surjective. 
Furthermore, if v E C1 (Jj), then 
'Yov = VieD, 'YIV = \7v . nleD. 
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We recall some important trace inequalities which are frequently used in the analysis 
of the DC methods. Let D be a bounded polygonal domain with diameter hD : 
hD = sup Ilx - YII, 
x,yED 
where Ilxll is the Euclidean norm (11xll = (x . X)1/2). Let IDI denote the length of 
D in one dimension, the area of D in two dimensions, and the volume of D in three 
dimensions. Similarly, we use the length or area lei for an edge or a face of D. Then, 
there is a constant C independent of hD' v such that for any v E HS(D), we have 
s 2 1 \Ie CaD, IhOvIIL2(e) < CleI1/2IDI-1/2(llvll£2(D) + hDIIV'vIIL2(D)), (2.3) 
s 2 2 \Ie caD, Ih1VII£2(e) < CleI1/2IDI-1/2(IIV'vIIL2(D) + hDIIV'2VIIL2(D))' (2.4) 
When I use these two trace inequalities in my thesis, I will abuse the notation and 
replace the trace 1'oV and 1'1 v by v and V'v . n, respectively. 
Denote by lI\(D) the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k: 
The trace inequalities now become 
\Iv E lP'k(D) , \Ie CaD, IIVIIL2(e) < ColeI1/2IDI-1/21IVII£2(D) , (2.5) 
\Iv E lP'k(D), \Ie CaD, IIVIIL2(e) < C1h;1/21Iv ll£2(D), (2.6) 
\Iv E lP'k(D) , \Ie CaD, IIV'v . nIIL2(e) < ColeI1/2IDI-1/211V'vIIL2(D) , (2.7) 
\Iv E lP'k(D) , \Ie caD, IIV'v . nIIL2(e) < C1h;1/211V'v ll£2(D), . (2.8) 
2.3.2 Cauchy-Schwarz's and Young's Inequalities 
Cauchy-Schwarz's and Young's Inequality are used in several places in my thesis. 
Cauchy-Schwarz's Inequality: 
(2.9) 
Young's Inequality: 
VE > 0, Va, b E JR, 
2.4 Model and Problem 
E 1 
ab < _a2 + _b2 
- 2 2E' 
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(2.10) 
Before I introduce the original stochastic problem in my thesis, I give some basic 
definitions in probability theory. 
2.4.1 Probability Theory 
First, we define the expected value (mean) of a random variable. 
Definition 2.28 The expected value of a random variable X on the probability space 
(0, F, P) is the integral of X respect to the measure P: 
E[X] = In X(w)dP(w). 
In practice, we usually compute the expected value over the real line rather than an 
integral over the original probability space. Thus, we need to define the distribution 
of a random variable. 
Definition 2.29 Let (0, F, P) be a measure space, (JR, B) is a measurable space (where 
B is a Borel a-field), X : (0, F) --+ (JR, B) is a random variable. Define a distribution 
of X on B by 
Po X-I is sometimes denoted by Px . 
Theorem 2.3 (Change of Variable) 
Suppose f: (O,F,J-L) --+ (A,Q) and g: (A,9) --+ (JR,B). Then 
In (g 0 f) (w)dJ-L(w) = [9(>')d(J-L 0 f-l)(>.) 
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If (0, F, P) is a probability space, X is a random variable defined thereon and if 
E[X] = In X(w)dP(w) exists, then by Theorem 2.3 (with g(x) = x, f = X, I" = P), 
we have 
E[X] = r X(w)dP(w) = r xdPx(x). in iRN 
If Px is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, then there exists 
a density function p : ]R ~ [0, +00) associated with X, such that 
E[X] = 1 xp(x)dx. 
Definition 2.30 If a random variable X has the expected value E[X], then the vari-
ance of X is given by 
Var(X) = E[(X - E[X])2]. 
Next, we need the definition of stochastic processes. 
Definition 2.31 A stochastic process is a parametrized collection of random variables 
defined on a probability space (0, F, P) and assuming values in ]RN. The parameter 
space T is usually the halfiine [0, +00), but it may also be an interval [a, b], the 
non-negative integers and even subsets of ]RN for N ~ 1. 
Besides, suppose a(w, x) is a stochastic process with w E 0, xED (where D E ]Rn is 
a convex bounded domain), its covariance function is defined by 
In addition, a(w, x) is called centered stochastic process if E[a(·, x)] = 0, \:Ix E D. 
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2.4.2 Model 
Let (0, F, P) be a complete probability space, where 0 is the outcome space, F is the 
a-algebra of events, and P : F - [0, 1J is a probability measure. Assume D E JRd is a 
convex bounded domain. My thesis addresses the linear elliptic stochastic boundary 
value problem: find a stochastic function, u : 0 x D - JR, such that the following 
equation is P-a.e. satisfied: 
V'. (a(w, ·)V'u(w, .)) = f(w,·) in D, 
(2.11) 
u(w,·) = a on aD, 
where a, f : 0 x D - JR are stochastic functions with continuous and bounded 
covariance functions. In addition, I need to assume that a is bounded and uniformly 
coercive, i.e., 
3amin,amax E (0,00): P(w EO: a(w, x) E [amin,amaxJ a.e. x E D) = 1. (2.12) 
The regularity of the solution u can be ensured by the assumption that the first 
derivative of a is uniformly bounded and continuous, i.e., there exists a constant C 
such that 
P(w EO: a(w,·) E C1(D) and m~ IV' xa(w, ·)1 < C) = 1. 
D 
(2.13) 
Additionally, the load function f is assumed to satisfy 
1 In f2(W, x)dxdP(O) < 00, which implies In f2(W, x)dx < 00 a.s. (2.14) 
2.5 Existence and Uniqueness for the Solution 
Following the work [10J of Babuska, Tempone and Zouraris, we apply the Lax-Milgram 
Lemma [19J to show the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.11). 
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Define H = L~(n; HJ(D)), the stochastic Sobolev space equipped with the inner 
product 
(v, W)H = E[(V'v, V'Wh2(D)] "tv, wE H. 
Define the bilinear form B : H x H ---t R 
B(v, w) = E[(aV'v, V'W)P(D)] "tv, wE H. 
By assumption (2.12), we have 
IB(v, w)1 ~ amaxllvllHllwlIH v, W E H, 
aminllvll~ ~ B(v,v) v E H. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where 1i·IiH is the norm induced by (2.15). We thus have the continuity and coercivity 
of B. Define C(v) = E[(J,vh2(D)] for all v E H. Since the load function f satisfies 
assumption (2.14), C is bounded and linear on H. Applying the Lax-Milgram Lemma, 
we obtain existence and uniqueness for the solution to the variational formulation: 
find U E H such that 
B(u, v) = C(v) \:Iv E H. (2.17) 
Since the diffusion function a satisfies (2.12) and (2.13), and the domain D is convex 
and bounded, by the theory of elliptic regularity, we know the solution of (2.11) 
satisfies u E H2(D) n HJ(D) almost surely [20]. Additionally, we can show that the 
solution to (2.11) also solves (2.17). 
The formulation (2.17) is the basis for the derivation of the Stochastic Finite Element 
Method and the Monte Carlo Finite Element Method, which I review in Chapter 3 
and Chapter 4. 
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2.6 Karhunen-Loeve Expansion and Finite Dimensional Noise 
In this section, I first give a detailed introduction to the Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) 
expansion. Then, I give the important assumption about finite dimensional noise, 
which is motivated by the K-L expansion. Therefore, I can transform the stochastic 
model in my thesis to a "deterministic" problem which can be approximated by the 
use of finite element and discontinuous Galerkin methods [10, 11]. 
2.6.1 Karhunen-Loeve Expansion 
The K-L expansion is an appropriate method to approximate stochastic processes [21]. 
In this section, I give a detailed description of K-L expansion. I define the integral 
operator T K for K : D x D ---+ JRd: 
(TKf)(X) = l K(x, y)f(y)dy Vf E L2(D) Vx E D, (2.18) 
where D is a convex and bounded domain in JRd. 
Theorem 2.4 (Mercer's Theorem[22J) 
Let K be a real-valued symmetric, continuous function of x and y. Assume in addition 
that the operator TK is non-negative in the usual sense: 
Then the kernel K can be expanded in a uniformly convergent series 
00 
K(x, y) = L Ai<Pi(X)<Pi(Y), 
i=l 
where Ai and <Pi are the non-negative eigenvalues and orthonormal eigenfunctions of 
TK respectively. 
By Mercer's Theorem, we obtain the following important result which is known as 
Karhunen-Loeve Theorem. 
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Theorem 2.5 (Karhunen-Loeve Theorem[23j) 
Consider a centered stochastic process a(w, x) with continuous covariance function 
cov[a]. Then the corresponding integral operator Ta : L2(D) ~ L2(D) defined by 
(Taf)(·) = L cov[a](x, ·)f(x)dx Vf E L2(D), (2.19) 
has an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions {<Pih E L2(D). If Zi(W) = ~ JD a(w, x)<pi(x)dx, 
then Zi are centered random variables that are orthogonal, namely E[ZiZj] = 0, i =J j 
and 
00 
a(w, x) = L A<Pi(X)Zi(W). 
i=l 
Let {<Pi}~l be the sequence of the corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions, i.e., 
By Mercer's Theorem, we know that the eigenvalues {Ai}~l of the operator Ta are 
non-negative. We order these eigenvalues so that the eigenvalues of Ta are decreasing, 
Proposition 1 Let {Ai}~l be the set of eigenvalues ofTa. Then 
Proof 2.1 We have 
(Ta<pd(x2) - L cov[a] (Xl , X2)<P(Xl) dxl, 
(Ta<Pi) (X2) = Ai<Pi(X2). 
By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, this implies 
1 
Aill<pil!£2(D) ::; (LXD (cov[a]?(Xl' X2)dXldX2) '2 II<piIIL2(D). 
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Since, //¢i//£2(D) = 1, we obtain 
1 
Ai ::; (lXD (cov[a])2(xl' X2)dX1dX2) "2, Vi E N+. 
This is the conclusion we desire. 0 
Note that a(w, x) - E[a(·, x)] is a centered stochastic process. We apply Karhunen-
Loeve theorem to this new stochastic process. Define 
Yi(w) = ~ r (a(w, x) - E[a(·, x)])¢i(x)dx, for Ai > o. 
yAi JD 
Therefore, Yi's have the properties 
• E[Yi] = 0, 
• E[Yilj] = 0, i "1= j, 
By Karhunen-Loeve Theorem, the stochastic process a(w, x) can be written as 
00 
a(w, x) = E[a(-, x)] + L A¢i(X)Yi(W). 
i=l 
Then we can approximate the stochastic process a(w, x) by the truncated Karhunen-
Loeve expansion aN(w, x) which is defined by 
N 
aN(w, x) = E[a(·, x)] + L A¢i(X)Yi(W), N E N+. 
i=l 
2.6.2 Finite Dimensional Noise 
In my thesis, I assume the diffusion function a and the load function! have the form: 
a(w, x) a(Y1(w), ... , YN(w), x) on n x fJ, 
!(w, x) = !(Y1(w), ... , YN(w), x) on n x fJ, 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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and satisfy the truncated finite Karhunen-Loeve expansion, i.e. 
N 
a(w, x) = E[a(·, x)] + L Abn(x)Yn(W), (2.22) 
n=l 
N 
f(w, x) = E[f(·, x)] + L f(bn(x)Yn(w). (2.23) 
n=l 
where N E N+, {Y}~l are real-valued random variables with mean value zero and 
unit variance. Moreover, I assume that for i = 1, ... ,N: 
• the image r i = Yi (n) is a bounded interval in R 
• each Yi has a density function Pi : r i - jR+. 
In the following, I denote P = p(y) : r - jR+ for the joint probability density of the 
random vector Y = (Yl, ... , YN ), where r = IT!l r i C jRN is the support of the joint 
probability. I also assume that the random variables {Yi}~l are independent, thus 
we have 
N 
p(y) = IT Pi (Yi) 'i/y E r. 
i=l 
If we apply the Doob-Dynkin lemma [24] with the finite dimensional noise assumption, 
we know that the solution u corresponding to (2.11) can be expressed by a finite 
number of random variables, i.e. u(w, x) = u(Yl(w), . .. , YN(w), x). Now, instead of 
approximating u(w, .), our task is to approximate u(y, x), where y E r and xED. 
Notice that (2.11) is rewritten as: find u E L~(r) ® HJ(D) such that 
1 p(y) In a(y, x)\1u(y, x) . \1v(y, x)dxdy 
= h p(y) L f(y, x)v(y, x)dxdy 'i/v E L~(r) ® HJ(D). (2.24) 
Note: Unless specifically mentioned, the gradient notation \1 in my thesis always 
means differentiation with respect to xED. 
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Therefore, the stochastic boundary value problem (2.11) is transformed into an elliptic 
partial differential equation with an N-dimensional parameter, i.e., 
V· (a(y, x)Vu(y, x)) = f(y, x) "i/(y, x) E r x D, 
u(y,x) = 0 "i/(y, x) E r x aD. 
(2.25) 
Thus, the finite dimensional noise assumption helps us transform the stochastic el-
liptic problem into a parametrized elliptic problem. At this point, if I sample the 
a(y, .), f (y, .), then I can use the finite element or discontinuous Galerkin method 
with Monte Carlo method to approximate the solution to (2.25). 
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Chapter 3 
Stochastic Finite Element Method 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I recall the work by Babuska, Tempone and Zouraris (Section 3 
in [10]) about the stochastic finite element method. First, I recall the h-version on 
the spatial space D, followed by the k-version on the outcome space r. Then, using 
tensor product finite element spaces, I recall the k x h-version of stochastic finite 
element method. Besides, I give a detailed proof for a priori error estimate in the 
energy norm. 
3.2 Finite Element Spaces and Approximation Results 
On a convex polygonal domain D C ~d, suppose {chh>o is a non-degenerate family 
of triangulations. Considering the finite element space Vh C HJ(D) which consists of 
the continuous piecewise linear functions, we have the approximation property: 
where h is the mesh size, C is a constant independent of u and h, but dependent 
on D. Throughout my thesis, C is a constant that takes different values at different 
places. 
Recall r = n:=l r i as defined in section 2.6.2. Consider the disjoint ~N - boxes 
N 
{3 = IT (a~, b~) where (a~, b~) ern 
n=l 
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as a partition of r. The mesh size is defined by kn = max.alb~ - a~l, n = 1, ... ,N. 
Consider the finite element space ykq C L2(r) consisting of discontinuous piecewise 
polynomials with degree at most qn on each direction Yn, where q = (ql, ... , qN) and 
k = (k1 , ... , kN) are non-negative N-uples. Clearly, if ¢ E ykq c L2(r), its restriction 
to each box f3 of the partition of r satisfies: 
¢I.a E span (IT y~n : an EN and an ::; qn, n = 1, ... ,N) . 
n=l 
The finite dimensional space ykq has the approximation property [25]: 
min Ilu - ¢IIL2 r ::; ~ (kn)qn+l Ilaz~+luIIL2(r) \/u E Hq+l(r). (3.1) 
<!>EY: () ~ 2 (qn + 1)! 
In the section 3.3 of [10], the authors obtain the following approximation property 
for the tensor product finite element space ykq 0 Vh . 
Proposition 2 : There exists a constant C > 0 independent of h, N, q and k such that 
(3.2) 
The elliptic regularity of problem (2.25) yields that 
Ilu(y, ')IIH2(D) ::; Cllf(y, ')II£2(D) \/y E r, (3.3) 
where C is a constant depending on D and Ilallu>o(r;wl.OO(D»' In addition, we have 
(3.4) 
where Tn = AII~IILoo(rxD)' n = 1, ... , N, a is the coefficient of problem (2.25), 
An and ¢n are the eigenvalue and eigenfunction associated with the operator (2.19) 
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and C is a constant only depending on the domain D. Substituting (3.3) and (3.4) 
into (3.2), we obtain 
::; Chllfll£2(rp(D)) 
N (k )qn+1 (r )qn ( 
+ C ~ 2n a:in Il oYnfIIL2(r;L2(D)) 
+ rnllfIIL2(rp(D))). 
(3.5) 
3.3 k X h-version Stochastic Finite Element Method 
The finite dimensional space is the tensor product space y kq ® Vh : 
where Vh and ykq are defined in section 3.2. 
Multiply by a test function 'l/J E ykq ® Vh both sides of the first equation in prob-
lem (2.25). Integrate by parts and integrate again on the statistic domain f: 
We rewrite (3.6) as 
(3.7) 
Our goal is to find the approximate solution Ukh E y kq ® Vh such that 
(3.8) 
By (3.7) and (3.8), we have 
Substitute (Ukh - U + U - '¢) for '¢ in the above formula, we get 
Define the energy norm 
1 IlviiA = (A(v, V))2 . 
Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality implies that 
Hence, 
Therefore 
Since 
This implies 
Ilu - ,¢II~ - 1 p(aV(u - ,¢), V(u - '¢)h2(D)dy 
< lIapllvX,(rXD) 1 (V(u - ,¢), V(u - '¢))£2(D)dy 
- IlapllulO(rXD) Ilu - ,¢11~2(r;HJ(D»· 
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As a consequence of (3.9) and (3.5), we obtain an a priori error estimate for the 
k x h-version stochastic finite element method: 
Ilukh - uilA < Chll!11 
. /11 II - £2 (r;£2 (D» V ap Loo(rxD) 
N (k )qn+1 (r )qn ( 
+ cL: 2n _n._ IloYn!II£2(r;£2(D» 
n=l am~n 
(3.10) 
+ rn ll !II£2(r;£2(D»). 
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We also recall the HJ(D) and L2(D) error estimates of the expected value of the 
solution to the problem (2.25). 
Theorem 3.1 (flO}) 
Let u be the solution of the problem (2.25) and Ukh E ykq ® Vh be the k x h-version 
stochastic finite element method approximation ofu defined in (3.8). If p E LOO(r), 
then for 1= 0,1, we have 
IIE[u(·, x)]- E[Ukh(', x)]IIHi(D) :::; C(h2- 1 + t (kn) 2-1 (knrn) (2-1)Qn). (3.11) 
IlapIILOO(rxD) n=l 2 2 
where the constant C depends on D, I, and a, but is independent of k, q, and h. 
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Chapter 4 
Stochastic Discontinuous Galerkin Method 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I establish the framework for the stochastic discontinuous Galerkin 
(SDG) method. I first introduce the primal discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods by 
defining the DG space, introducing the variational formulation for the DG scheme, 
discussing the existence and uniqueness of the DG solution and stating a priori error 
estimates in the energy norm and L2 norm. In section 3, I establish the variational 
formulation for the SDG method. In section 4 and section 5, I give two a priori error 
estimates for the solution and its expected value in the energy norm and L2 norm for 
the SDG methods. 
4.2 Primal Discontinuous Galerkin Methods 
In this section, I recall the definition and properties of the primal discontinuous 
Galerkin methods [26]. 
4.2.1 Model Problem 
Let D be a polygonal domain in ]Rd, d = 2 or 3. The sides of the boundary aD are 
grouped into two disjoint sets f M and f N. Let n be the unit normal vector to the 
boundary exterior to D. For f given in L2(D), gM given in H! (fM) and gN given in 
L2(fN), we consider the following elliptic problem: 
-\7. (a\7u) f III D, 
a\7u . n = gN on f N . 
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( 4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
The coefficient a is a matrix-valued function a = (aij h:5,i,j:5,d that is symmetric positive 
definite and bounded below and above uniformly, which means there exist two positive 
constants amin and a max such that 
W 1fl)d T < T < T vV E .IN., aminV v _ v av _ amaxV v. 
The equation (4.2) is called a Dirichlet boundary condition. The equation (4.3) is 
called a Neumann boundary condition. We discuss the framework of primal discon-
tinuous Galerkin method in this section for the problem (4.1)-(4.3). 
4.2.2 Discontinuous Galerkin Space 
Before I give the definition of discontinuous Galerkin space, I need to introduce the 
broken Sobolev spaces, which are the natural spaces working with the DG methods. 
Let D be a polygonal domain which is divided into elements E. In 2D space, E is 
triangular or a quadrilateral and in 3D space, E is a tetrahedron or a hexahedron. In 
my thesis, I only consider conforming meshes, i.e. the intersection of two elements in 
the mesh is either empty, a vertex, an edge, or a face. I now give some notation: 
• Eh : the subdivision (or mesh) of the domain D, 
• h: the maximum element diameter, 
• hE: the diameter of element E, 
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• PE: the maximum diameter of a ball inscribed in element E. 
I assume that the subdivision is regular, which means there is a constant P> 0 such 
that 
hE 
- ~ P 'i/ E E Ch. 
PE 
Now, we are ready to introduce the broken Sobolev spaces. 
Definition 4.1 The broken Sobolev spaces for any real number s are defined: 
with the broken Sobolev norm: 
Then, we introduce the DG spaces that are finite dimensional subspaces of the broken 
Sobolev space HS(Ch). Let r be a positive integer. The discontinuous Galerkin spaces 
are defined as: 
(4.4) 
where lP r (E) denotes the space of polynomials of total degree less than or equal to r 
on E. 
I now give the concepts of the jumps and averages related to the elements in the 
subdivision Ch to prepare for the introduction of the variational formulation in the 
following section. Denote by fh the set of interior edges (or faces) of the subdivision 
Ch. With each edge (or face) e, we associate a unit normal vector ne. If e is on 
the boundary aD, then ne is the outward vector normal to aD. We assume that 
u E Hl(Ch)' If two elements Ei and E2 are neighbours with one common side e, 
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there are two traces of u along e. We also assume that the normal vector ne is 
oriented from El to E2, and define the average and jump as: 
We extend the definition to sides that belong to the boundary aD: 
{u} = [u] = uiE1, \Ie = aEI n aD. 
4.2.3 Variational Formulation 
We assume s > ~ and introduce the bilinear form 
that penalizes the jump of the function values: 
(4.5) 
The parameter (Je are called penalty parameters. They are nonnegative real numbers. 
The power (3 is a positive number that depends on the dimension d. 
We now define the DG bilinear from Ac : HS(£h) x HS(£h) --+ lR, for s > ~ 
+ E L j{a'lw, ne}[v] + J;,(3(v, w). 
eErhurM e 
(4.6) 
• If E = -1, and (Je is bounded below by a large enough constant, the resulting 
method is called the symmetric interior penalty Galerkin (SIPG) method . 
• If E = + 1, and (J e = 1, the resulting method is called the nonsymmetric interior 
penalty Galerkin (NIPG) method. 
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• If E = 0 and (Ie is bounded below by a large enough constant, we obtain the 
incomplete interior penalty Galerkin (IIPG) method. 
We also define the following linear form: 
The general DG variational formulation of problem (4.1)-(4.3) is as follows: Find Uh 
in Dr(&h), such that 
(4.7) 
4.2.4 Existence and Uniqueness of DG solution 
Assume that the following assumptions hold true: 
Hyp 1. in the NIPG case, r ~ 1 and (Ie > 0 for all e; 
Hyp 2. in the SIPG or IIPG case, r ~ 1 and (Ie is bounded below by a large constant 
for all e; 
Hyp 3. in the NIPG case, r ~ 2 and (Ie = 0 for all e. 
Then, the bilinear form A€ is coercive and the DG solution Uh exists and is unique [26]. 
4.2.5 Error Estimates 
In this section, I recall two basic theorems about the error estimates between the 
exact and the DG solution. One is with respect to the energy norm and the other is 
with respect to the L2 norm. Define the energy norm on Dr (&h): 
We have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 4.1 
Assume that the exact solution to (4.1)-(4.3) belongs to HS(£h) for s > ~. Assume 
that Hyp 1, Hyp 2 and Hyp 3 hold true. Then, there is a constant C independent of 
h such that the following optimal a priori error estimate holds: 
I also recall the L2 error estimate for the SIPG method. 
Theorem 4.2 
(4.8) 
Assume that the exact solution to (4.1)-(4.3) belongs to HS(£h) for s > ~. Assume 
that the domain D is convex and Hyp 2 holds true. Then, there is a constant C 
independent of h such that 
(4.9) 
4.3 Stochastic Discontinuous Galerkin Formulation 
In this section, I formulate the stochastic discontinuous Galerkin formulation for the 
linear elliptic problem defined in section 2.6.2. We recall the problem below: 
-\7. (a(y, x)\7u(y, x)) = f(y, x) V(y, x) E r x D, 
(4.10) 
u(y,x)=O V(y,x) E r x aD. 
I construct the tensor product discontinuous Galerkin space on r x D: 
where ykq is the finite dimensional space on r, defined in section 3.2 and 'Dr(£h) is 
the DG space on the spacial domain D, defined in section 4.2.2. 
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Following (4.6), we define the bilinear form: 
A€(y; u, v) = L 1 a(y, ·)'Vu· 'Vv - L 1 {a(y, ·)'Vu· ne}[V] 
EECh E eErhu8D e 
+ ELI {a(y, ·)'Vv· ne} [u] + J~,f3(v,u), 
eEr hu8D e . 
(4.12) 
where J~,f3(v, u) is given by (4.5) with r M = aD and r h is the set of interior edges (or 
faces) of the subdivision £h; aD is the boundary of the domain D. The SDG bilinear 
form can be defined as: 
(4.13) 
Define the DG norm on D: 
Then we define the energy norm on r x D: 
1 
Ilulic = (l pllu(y, .) II~Gdy ) 2 . 
The coercivity of A€ implies the coercivity of A€: 
(4.14) 
where the constant a is independent of h and a, but depends on amino 
I also define the following linear form: 
(4.15) 
Thus, the SDG variational formulation of (4.10) is as follows: Find the stochastic 
solution Ukh E ykq 0 'Dr (£h) such that 
( 4.16) 
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4.4 Error Estimate in the Energy Norm 
In this section, we derive a priori error estimates for the SDC method with the 
parameter f = -1,1, O. We want to estimate Ilu - Ukhlle. By triangular inequality, 
we split the estimate into two parts: 
where U E ykq ® Dr (Ch) is a good approximation of the exact solution u, which satisfies 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 
Let v E L2(r; HS(D)) n Hq+l(r; HJ(D)) for s ~ 2 and let r ~ 0 be an integer. There 
exists a constant C independent of v, hand kn' and a function v E ykq ® Dr(eh) such 
that 
( 4.17) 
(4.18) 
where q, qn, k, and kn are defined in Section 3.2. In addition, we can require that v is 
continuous and vanishes on the boundary of domain D. 
Proof 4.1 First, we prove the inequality (4.17). 
Recall the L2-projection operator Ilk : L2(r) -t ykq by 
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and the HJ-projection operator Rh : HJ(D) -+ Dr(Ch) n HJ(D) by 
Fix v E L2(f; HS(D)) n Hq+l(f; HJ(D)). The equation (3.1) implies that 
II IIq II < ~ (kn) qn+l 11 8Z:+1vll£2(r;HJ(D)) v - k V L2(r;HJ(D)) - L.t 2 ( + 1)1 . 
n=l qn 
(4.20) 
By the Theorem 2.6 in [26], we have 
Ilv - vll£2(r;HJ(D)) - Ilv - II%(Rhv)II£2(r;HJ(D)) 
< Ilv - R hV II£2(r;HJ(D)) + IIRhv - II%(RhV )IIL2(r;HJ(D)) 
- Ilv - R hV IIL2(r;HJ(D)) + IIRhv - R h(II%v)IIL2(r;HJ(D))' 
Take X = Rhv in (4.19). This implies 
Therefore, by Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality 
So 
By (4.20), we have 
_ min(r+l,s)-l n Yn L (r;Ho(D)) N (k )qn+1 118qn+1vll 2 1 Ilv - vIIL2(r;HJ(D)) ~ Ch II V II£2(r;HS(D)) + ~ 2 (qn + 1)1 . 
This implies the inequality (4.17). 
Next, we prove the inequality (4.18). 
As above, we can write: 
IIV2(V - II%(Rhv))IIL2(r;L2(D)) 
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< IIV2(V - R hv)IIL2(r;L2(D» + IIV2(RhV - R h(II%v))IIL2(r;L2(D))' 
Since Rhv is a polynomial, by the inverse inequality, we obtain 
IIV2(RhV)IIL2(D) < Ch-1IlV(Rhv)IIL2(D) 
< Ch-11IVvllL2(D)' 
By the Theorem 2.6 in [26] and (4.20), we have 
Therefore, we obtain the conclusion. o 
In order to approximate the error in the energy norm, I first consider Ilukh - ulle. By 
the coercivity of the bilinear form (4.14) and the error orthogonality, we have 
A€(u-u,~ 
X 
- lp( L 1 aV(u - u)Vx - L j{av(u - U)· ne}[x] 
r EEeh E eEr hu8D e 
+ E L j{aVX' ne}[U - u] + L 1;1(3 j[u - U][X])dY 
eEr hU8D e eEr hu8D e 
< ITl +T2 +T3 +T41· 
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Using the bound (2.12), Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality and Young's inequality, we have 
~ C L Ilu - ulli2(r;HJ(E)) + ~ Ilxll~ 
EE£h 
= Cllu - ulli2(r;HJ(D)) + ~ Ilxll~· 
By Theorem 4.3, I obtain 
ITll ~ C ( hmin(r+l,s)-lllull£2(r;HS(D)) 
N (k ) qn+ l 118qn+lull 2 1 2 ~ --.!!:. Yn L(r;Ho(D))) ~II 112 
+ ~ 2 (qn + I)! + 6 X £. 
(4.21) 
Let us now bound T2 . I assume that (Je > 0 for all e. A given edge e is shared by two 
elements E'f and E!J.. By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, Young's inequality and trace 
inequality (2.4), we have 
IT,I sip 'E'i;;OD ( C:~) lll{aV(u - ii)· n,}IIL'(e) C:t, ) lIIlXIIIL'(e)) dy 
< r p (~Jo(X' X) + C L 1:1!3 II {a\7(u - u) . ne}ili2(e)) dy 
Jr eErh u8D e 
< ~llxll~ + C i P L 1:1!3leIIEfl-l (11\7(u - u)IIL2(EV + hll\72( U - u)II£2(Ef)) 2 dy 
r eEr h u8D e 
+C r P L 1:1!3leIIE~I-l(II\7(U-U)II£2(E~)+hll\72(U-U)IIL2(E~))2dY. 
Jr eEr h u8D e 
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Assume f3 2 (d - 1)-1. Theorem 4.3 implies that 
(4.22) 
Assume u is continuous and u = 0 on aD, then T4 , T3 vanish. Combining (4.21) and 
(4.22), we have the following result: 
II Uk. - fill, " C ( hmin(.+ 1,')-111 U II L'(r,H" (D» 
+ t (kn) qn+1 IlaZ~+IUII£2(r;~J(D»). 
n=1 2 (qn + 1). 
(4.23) 
where C is a constant dependent on amax but independent of u, hand k. 
In the following, I discuss Ilu - ulle. By the definition of energy norm and assuming 
that u is continuous, we have: 
lIu - ull~ = iPliu - ull~Gdy = fp (2:: f a\7(u - U)2 + 0) dy 
r lr EEeh lE 
- i P in a\7(u - u)2dy = lIu - UIl~2(r;HJ(D»· ( 4.24) 
Using Theorem 4.3, we conclude the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.4 
Assume u E L2(r; HB(D)) n Hq+l(r; HJ(D)), then there is a constant C independent 
of h, kn and u, s. t. 
(4.25) 
where kn' qn are defined in Section 3.2. 
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4.5 Error Estimate in the L2 Norm 
In this section, I prove an L2 error estimate for stochastic discontinuous Galerkin 
methods in the symmetric case, i.e., SIPG case. The method I use is the Aubin-
Nitsche lift technique. 
I first give an error estimate for the computation of the expected value of the solution 
in DG norm. Let X = U - Ukh. By the definition of the DG norm, we have 
IIE[X]II~G = L 1 a\7 E(x(z, .))\7 E(x(y, .)) + L 1;le{31[E(x(z, .))][E(X(y, .))] 
EEeh E eEr hu8D e 
- 1 p L 1 a\7 E(x(z, ·))\7X(Y, ·)dy + 1 p L 1;le{3j[E(X(Z, ·))][X(y, ·)]dy 
r EEeh E r eEr hu8D e 
- 1 P (L 1 a\7 E(x(z, ·))\7X(y,·) + L 1;le{3i[E(X(Z, ·))][X(y, .)]) dy 
r EEeh E eErhu8D e 
- 1 P (1 P (L 1 a\7x(z, ·)\7X(y,·) + L 1;le{31[x(z, ·)][X(y, .)]) dZ) dy 
r r EEeh E eEr hu8D e 
< 1 p (l pllx(z, ·)IIDGllx(y, .)IIDGdZ) dy 
1 pllx(y, ·)IIDGdy l pllx(z, ·)IIDGdz 
< U pdy)' U pllx(y, ')lIbadY), U pdy)' Ch>lIx(z, ')lIl,adz)' 
< (l pllx(y, .)II~GdY) (4.26) 
= Cllu - Ukhll~· 
This implies that 
Thus, 
(4.27) 
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I assume that the auxiliary function u is the solution to the dual problem 
-\7 . (a\7u) = E[X] in D, 
u = 0 on aD. 
This implies that 
( 4.28) 
Then, we have 
IIE[X]lli2(D) = L E[xfdx = L (-\7. (a\7u)) E[X]· 
Integrating by parts on each element yields 
IIE[X]lli2(D) = L 1 a\7u· \7E[x]- L l{a\7u, ne}[E[xll 
EEt:h E eEr hU8D e 
= i p( L 1 a\7u(z) . \7x(y) - L l{a\7u, ne}[X])dY. 
r EEt:h E eEr hu8D e 
( 4.29) 
The error orthogonality implies that 
Subtracting this orthogonality equation from (4.29), we have 
IIE[X]lli2(D) = i p( L 1 a\7(u- v) . \7x - E L l{a\7v, ne}[x] 
r EEt:h E eEr hu8D e 
- L 1{a\711.ne}[Xl+ L l{a\7x. ne }[vl -J;,{j(X,v))dY 
eEr hU8D e eEr hu8D e 
( 4.30) 
Let u be a good approximation of u that satisfies Theorem 4.3. We assume that u 
is continuous and vanishes on aD. Choose v = U. We note that u = u = 0 on the 
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boundary aD. This implies that the last two terms on the right-hand of (4.30) vanish, 
then we have 
1 1 
A, :s; l p It. (L a(V'x)'dx) ' (L a(V'(il- U))'dx) , dy 
1 1 
:::; f P (L f a('\1X?dX) 2" (L f a('\1(u _ U))2dX) 2" dy Jr EEeh JE EEeh JE 
:::; i pllxllDGllu - ullDGdy (4.31 ) 
1 1 
:::; (i pllxll~Gdy ) 2" (1 pllu - ull~Gdy ) 2" 
= Ilxliellu - ulle. 
Thus, we have 
IIE[xllli2(D) :::; IIXlleliu - ulle + S, 
where 
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If the method of SIPG is employed, the term u + tU = u - U is the approximation 
error. Then, we take advantage of the penalty parameters to derive that 
( I 1/3 ~-~ ) Ss: 1p L (-;-) II{a\7(u-u)·ne}IIL2(e)II[Xlll£2(e) dy f eEfhU8D e 
1 1 
S: 1p( L 1:1/3 II [xl Ili2 (e))"2 ( L II{a\7(u-u).ne}lli2(e).I:~)"2 dy 
f eEfhU8D eEfhU8D 
1 
S: 1 pJ({,/3(x, x)~ ( L II{a\7(u - u) . ne}lli2(e) . 1:1(3)"2 dy 
f eEfhU8D e 
1 
S: ( ( pJ({,/3(X, X)dY) ~ ( (p L II {a\7(u - u) . ne}lli2(e) . 1:1/3 dy)"2 Jf Jf eEfhU8D e 
1 
S: IlxilE (1 p L II{a\7(u - u) . ne}lli2(e) . 1:1/3 dy)"2 
f eEfhU8D e 
( 4.32) 
Now, I consider the term II{a\7(u-u) 'ne}lli2(e)' By the definition of the average and 
the trace inequality (2.4), we have 
II{a\7(u - u)· ne}IIL2(e) S: C (h-1/ 2 11\7(u - u)II£2(Ell + h1/ 2 11\72 (u - u)IIL2(Ell) 
+ C (h-1/ 2 11\7(u - u)II£2(E~) + h1/ 2 11\72 (u - u)II£2(E~)) . 
( 4.33) 
Assume f3 2:: (d - 1)-1. From (4.32) and (4.33), we obtain 
Since h < 1, we have 
IIE[xllli2(D) S: IlxllEllu - ullE 
+CII-II (hiIAII + ~ (kn)qn+1118~~+IUIIL2(r;H6(D))) (4.34) 
X E U £2(f;H2(D)) ~ 2 ( + I)! 
n=1 qn 
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Using (4.17) and (4.24), we obtain 
IIE[xllli2(D) ~ Cllxlle (h11uIlL2(r;H2(D)) + 
t (kn)qn+1 Ilaz~+luIIL2(r;~J(D))). 
n=l 2 (qn + 1). 
Recall the result in (3.4) 
11 8qn+1ull 2 1 C Yn L (r;Ho(D)) < ( )qn+l-IIE[-lll ( + 1)1 - rn . X L2(D), qn' amm (4.35) 
and (4.28), we have 
( N (k )qn+l) IIE[xlIIL2(D) ~ Cllxlle h + ~ ~n . (4.36) 
We summarize our result in the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.5 
Assume U E £2(f; HS(D)) n Hq+l(f; HJ(D)), then there is a constant C independent 
of h, kn and U S.t. 
IIE[u - ukhlIIL2(D) ~ c( hffiin(r+l,s)-11IUIIL2(r;HS(D))+ 
t (kn)qn+l 118Z~+1ull£2(r;~J(D))) (h + t (knrn)qn+l) . 
n=l 2 (qn + 1). n=l 2 
(4.37) 
where kn, Yn, qm rn are defined in Section 3.2. 
Assume s = 2,r 2:: 1, combining with (4.25) and (4.37), we find that the £2 error is 
of the order h2 + (L::=1(kn)qn+1r. 
4.6 k X h-version SFEM versus k x h-version SDG 
In this section, I compare the HI and £2 error estimates and the computational work 
for the k x h-version SFEM recalled in Chapter 3 with the k x h-version SDG method 
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introduced in Chapter 4. Recall the result in Chapter 8 in [10], the computational 
work of k x h-version SFEM is: 
( 4.38) 
For the k x h-version SDG method, the global dimension N of Vr(Ch) is proportional 
to the product of the number of triangular elements and the square of the polynomial 
degree r. Consider the d dimensional space domain, the number oftriangular elements 
is proportional to fa, where h is the mesh size. Thus, we obtain 
(4.39) 
Now, I consider the outcome set r = n~=l r n' In each direction Yn, since the degree 
of the discontinuous piecewise polynomial is at most qn, the number of unknowns in 
this direction is: 
(qn + 1)(Nn + 1) - 2, ( 4.40) 
where N n is the number of intervals in the direction Yn' The leading term in (4.40) is 
(qn + I)Nn. Since N n is proportional to k~' where kn is the mesh size in the direction 
Yn, and the dimension of the outcome set is N, thus the computational work of 
k x h-version of SDG is 
rrN (qn + 1) r2 Workkxh-SDG = ~ hd ' 
n=l 
( 4.41) 
Table 4.1 gives the computational work for SFEM and SDG. It also contains the 
theoretical convergence for the case of u E L~(r; H2(D)). 
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Table 4.1 : k x h-version SFEM versus k x h-version SDG 
k x h-version SFEM k x h-version SDG 
Work 1 rrN (qn+l_) hJl n=l kn r2 rrN (qn+1.) hJl n=l kn 
HJ(D) Error h + L::=1 (kn)qn+1 h + L::=1 (kn)qn+1 
L2(D) Error h2 + (L:;;=1 (kn)qn+1 r h2 + (L:;;=1 (kn)qn+1 r 
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Chapter 5 
The Monte Carlo Discontinuous Galerkin Method 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I define the Monte Carlo discontinuous Galerkin Method (MCDG) 
and derive a priori error estimates for the expected value of the solution. 
The MCDG method consists of the following steps: 
• Choose a number of realizations, ME N+, and a DG space Dr(Ch)' 
• For each j = 1, ... , M, sample independent, identically distributed (iid) real-
izations of the diffusion a(Yj, .), the load f(Yj,') and find an approximation 
Uh(Yj,·) E Dr(Ch) such that 
where Ae is defined in (4.13). 
• Approximate E[u(·, .)] by the sample average: 
1 M 
B(Uh; M) = M L Uh(Yj; .). 
j=1 
(5.2) 
Here, I assume that Dr(Ch) is same for all realizations; i.e., the triangulation of D is 
deterministic. The computational error is naturally split into two parts: 
The space discretization error 'f/h is controlled by the size of the spatial triangulation, 
while the statistical error 'f/s is controlled by the number of realizations. 
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5.2 Statistical Error 
In order to study the properties of the statistical error, I first consider the random 
variable 117]811. 
Lemma 5.1 
Let (-, .) be an inner product for the space Dr(£h), then E[(Uh(Yi, .) - E[Uh], Uh(Yj, .)-
E[Uh])] = 0, for i =I j. 
Prooj 5.1 For simplicity, I denote Uh(Wj,') by Uj, E[Uh] by v. Let {<Pn}~=l be a basis 
for Vr(£h)' Since Ui - v = E~=l (Ui - v, <Pn) <Pn , we have 
E [(u; - v, u; - v)1 ~ E [t. t, (u; - V, <Pn)(Uj - v, <Pm) 1 
Q Q 
- L L E [(Ui - v, <Pn)(Uj - v, <Pm)] 
n=l m=l 
Q Q L L (E[uil - v, <Pn) (E[uj] - v, <Pm) 
n=l m=l 
- O. 
Thus, we obtain the conclusion. 
Theorem 5.1 
We define the inner product (', .) DG by 
D 
(J,g)DG = L (a'lj, 'lgh2(E) + L 1;1,8 ([j], [g]h2(e) , (5.3) 
EEeh eErhU8D 
then we have 
Proof 5.2 We use Lemma 5.1 with the inner product (5.3). we have 
E[II17sllbal E[liv - B{Uh; M)llbal 
That is the conclusion. 
Theorem 5.2 
1 M 
- E[li M L(Uj - v)lIbal 
j=l 
1 M M 
- M2LL E [(Ui- V ,Uj-v)] 
i=l j=l 
M 
= ~2 L E[llui - vllbal = ~E[llui - vllbal 
i=l 
- ~ (E[lluilibal- 2E[(Ui' v)] + IlvllbG) 
~ (E[lluillbal-IIE[Ui]llbG) . 
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o 
Let Dr(Ch) be a choice of DG space in the MCDG. Also, suppose that there exists a 
constant C > 0 independent of M and h such that the statistical error in DG norm 
satisfies 
ME[lI17sllbal < C. (5.4) 
Taking an increasing sequence of number of realizations {MkH':l which is the subset 
of {2k : k E N+}, then for any a E (O,~) and any choice of mesh size h, we have 
lim Mkll17sllDG = 0 a.s. 
k-+oo 
and for any E > 0 we have 
P (1117SIIDG > JM) ~ ~. 
Proof 5.3 Markov's inequality [27] and (5.4) imply that 
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Since a E (0, ~), we have 
Then, by Borel-Cantelli lemma [27J, we obtain that 
lim Mkll77sllDG = 0 a.s. 
k-+oo 
Still using Markov's inequality, we have 
P (1177 II > _€_) < ME[lI77sllbal < O. 
S DG VM - €2 - €2 
5.3 Space Discretization Error 
In this section, I discuss the space discretiztion error in the L2(D) and DG norms. 
Lemma 5.2 
If u is the solution of problem (2.25) and Uh E Dr(Eh) is the approximation solution 
in MODG defined in (5.1). Then we have 
Ilu(y,·) - Uh(Y, ')IIDG ~ Ohmin(r+1,s)-lllu(y, ')IIHS(D) a.s. (5.5) 
Ilu(y,·) - Uh(Y, ')IIL2(D) ~ Ohmin(r+l,s)llu(y, ')IIHS(D) a.s. (5.6) 
where 0 is independent of hand u. 
Proof 5.4 We discuss lIu(y,') -Uh(Y, ')IIDG' By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we split 
the estimate into two parts: 
Ilu(y,·) - Uh(Y, ')IIDG ~ Ilu(y,·) - u(y, ')IIDG + IIUh(Y,') - u(y, ·)IIDG. 
where u(y,·) E lP'r(D) n HP(D) is a good approximation of u(y, .). 
Then, we consider Iluh(Y,') -u(y, ·)IIDG. By the coercivity of the bilinear form in DC 
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and the error orthogonality, we have 
alluh(Y,') - u(y, ')IIDG 
< AE(Uh(Y,') - U(y, .), Uh(Y,') - U(y, .)) + AE(u(y,,) - Uh(Y, .), Uh(Y,') - U(y, .)) 
, ~ 
v 
=0 
= AE(u(y,,) - U(y, .), Uh(Y,') - U(y, .)) 
, , 
... 
x 
- z= 1 a\7(u(y,·) - u(y, ·))\7x - L l{a\7(u(y,.) - u(y, .)). ne}[xl 
EEeh E eEr h u8D e 
+ € z= j{a\7X' ne}[U(Y,') - u(y, ')l + z= 1:If3j[u(y,.) - u(y, ')][xl 
eEr h u8D e eEr h u8D e 
< 11\ + T2 + T3 + T41, 
where 
1 1 
ITII < aiax (z= lIa~\7Xlli2(E»)2 (z= 1I\7(U(Y")-U(Y"))lIi2(E))2 
EEeh EEeh 
< 2: amax L 1I\7(u(y,·) - u(y, '))lIi2(E) + ~IIXIl~G 
EEeh 
< C z= lIu(y,') - u(y, ')lIitJ(E) + ~IIXIl~G 
EEeh 
= Cllu(y,') - u(y, ')lIitJ(D) + ~IIXIl~G 
< Ch2min(r+l,s)-2I1u(y, ')IIHS(D) + ~IIXIl~G 
With the similar methods used in section 4.4, we obtain the similar results for 
T2, T3 and T4. Hence, we have 
Next, we discuss lIu(y,·) - u(y, ·)IIDG. We assume u(y,·) is continuous. By the 
definition of DG norm, we have 
IIU(Y,') - u(y, ')II~G = L r a\7(u(y,·) - u(y, .))2 + 0 
EEeh JE 
= r a\7(u(y,·) - u(y, .)? ~ Cllu(y,·) - u(y, ')lIit1 (D)' JD 0 
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where C is a constant independent of u. 
This implies that 
Ilu(y,') - u(y, ')IIDG::; Cllu(y,') - u(y, ')IIHJ(D)' (5.8) 
Combining (5.7) and (5.8), we obtain that 
Ilu(y,·) - Uh(y, ')IIDG < Ilu(y,') - u(y, ')IIDG + Iluh(y,,) - u(y, ')IIDG 
< Chmin(r+l,s)-lllu(y, ')IIHS(D) a.s. 
To prove (5.6), we apply the Aubin-Nitsche lift technique. Construct the dual problem 
with the auxiliary function ¢: 
-\7. (a\7¢) 
¢ 
u(y,·) - Uh(y,,) in D, 
o on aD. 
We assume the solution to this problem belongs to H2(D) and satisfies: 
Denote e = u(y,·) - Uh(y, .). Then, we have 
Integrating by parts on each element yields 
(5.9) 
Il elli2(D) = 2: 1 a\7¢· \7e - 2: j{a\7¢' ne}[e]. (5.10) 
EEEh E eEfhUEJD e 
Subtracting the error orthogonality 
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from (5.10), we have 
L 1 aV'(¢ - v)V'B - E L l{aV'v, ne}[B]- L l{aV'¢. ne}[B] 
EE&h E eEr hu8D e eEr hu8D e 
+ L l{aV'B.ne}[v]-Jg,f3(B,v). 
eEr hu8D e 
Choose v = ¢, a continuous interpolant of u of degree r. We assume such an inter-
polant exists. In this case, we note that ¢ = ¢ = 0 on the boundary aD. The last 
two terms on the right-hand vanish. Then for the first term: 
Hence, we obtain that 
where 
s = I L l{aV'(¢ + E¢) . ne}[B]I· 
eEr hu8D e 
If SIPG is employed, then ¢ + E¢ = ¢ - ¢ is the approximation error. We take the 
advantage of the penalty parameters to derive that 
lel f3 !-! 
S < L (--;::) II{aV'(¢ - ¢) . ne}IIL2(e)II[B]II£2(e) 
eEr hu8D 
1 1 
< ( L 1:,f3 II [B]IIi,2(e)) "2 ( L II{aV'(¢ _ ¢) . ne}lli,2(e) . 1:~)"2 
eErhu8D eEr hu8D 
1 
< C Jg,f3(B, B)! ( L II {aV'( ¢ _ ¢) . ne}lli,2(e) . 1:~)"2 
eEr hu8D 
< Ch!(d-l)+! 11¢IIH2(D) IIBIIDC. 
Using (5.9), we obtain 
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Table 5.1 : Computational work of MCFEM and MCDG 
MCFEM MCDG 
Work M M(5) Ji/l 
By (5.5), we obtain 
Therefore, the conclusion is obtained. D 
Theorem 5.3 
Let U be the solution of problem (2.25) and Uh E Dr (£h) be the approximation solution 
by MODG defined in (5.1). Then we have 
IIE[u] - E[Uh]IIDG ~ Chmin(r+l,s)-llluIIL}(r;HS(D))' 
IIE[u]- E[Uh]II£2(D) ~ Chmin(r+l,s)lluIIL}(r;HS(D))' 
where C is a constant independent of hand u. 
Proof 5.5 Using the same argument as in (4.26), it is easy to obtain 
Then, by (5.5) and (5.6) in Lemma 5.2, we obtain the conclusion. 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
o 
Finally, I compare the computational cost of MCFEM and MCDG. Recall the 
result in chapter 8 in [10], we know that the computational work of MCFEM is ~, 
where d is the dimension of the space domain D. Consider the MCDG, for each 
simulation, (4.39) also holds. Thus, we have 
WorkMCDG = M (~:) . (5.13) 
We summarize the result in Table 5.1. 
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Chapter 6 
Numerical Examples 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I first give a numerical example for the K-L expansion of the standard 
Wiener process. I plot the expansion of the Wiener process with first 5, 50, 500 and 
1000 terms respectively. For each case, I randomly generate 1000 samples and plot the 
expected value and the variance. Then, I implement the Monte Carlo discontinuous 
Galerkin method in cases of nonsymmetric interior penalty Galerkin (NIPG) method, 
symmetric interior penalty Galerkin (SIPG) method and incomplete interior penalty 
Galerkin (IIPG) method. In each case, I plot the expected value and the variance on 
two different meshes with penalty parameters (Je = 0.1,1,10 and 100. Additionally, 
I study the effect of the penalty magnitude on the expected value and variance for 
NIPG. In the last part, I compare the Monte Carlo Finite Element Methods and 
Monte Carlo Discontinuous Galerkin Method. 
6.2 K-L Expansion of Standard Wiener Process 
In this section, I construct a numerical example about the standard Wiener process 
by using truncated K-L expansion. Let me first give an introduction to the standard 
Wiener process. 
Definition 6.1 (Standard Wiener Process) It is a random variable W t on the interval 
[0, T] that depends continuously on t E [0, T] and satisfies the following: 
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• Wo = O. 
• For 0 ::; s < t ::; T, 
Wt - Ws satisfies N(O, t - s). (6.1) 
where N(O, t - s) is the normal distribution with expected value 0 and variance 
t - s. 
• For 0 ::; s < t < u < v ::; T, Wt - Ws and Wv - Wu are independent. 
By the Karhunen-Loeve expansion [21], 
00 
Wt(w) = L Zn(w)CPn(t) for 0::; t ::; T. 
n=O 
where the Zo, Zl, ... , Zn, ... are independent standard Gaussian random variables; 
CPo, CPl, ... , CPn, . . . are the nonrandom functions 
cP ( ) -_ 2m . ((2n + l)1ft) n t Sm for n >_ O. (2n + 1)1f 2T 
Also, we have 
for n ~ 0, 
and the Zn's are independent standard Gaussian random variables. 
In this example, I take T = 1. For the truncated K-L expansion of the Wiener process, 
N 
Wt,N(W) = L Zn(w)CPn(t) for 0::; t ::; 1 
n=O 
By taking N = 10,50,500,1000 and generating Zn's in MATLAB using the function 
"randn" , I plot 1000 truncated Wiener processes in Fig. 6.1. 
In Fig. 6.1, I find that as the number of the terms in K-L expansion increases, the 
curves become less smooth and more oscillatory. This change is especially apparent 
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Figure 6.1 : 1000 amples of truncated K-L expansion of the standard Wiener process. 
from the curve with first 10 terms of K-L expansion to the curve with first 50 terms. 
When truncating with the first 50 terms in K-L expansion, the simulation is much 
more accurate compared with the real standard Wiener process [21]. 
In order to verify the second property of the standard Wiener process (6.1) , I plot 
the expected value and the variance of the truncated K -L expansion of this process. 
In Fig. 6.2, we see that as the number of the terms in the truncated K-L expansion 
increases, the curve becomes more oscillatory. Also, I observe that the accuracy of 
the expected value obtained with 1000 simulations does not change when increasing 
the number of the terms in K-L expansion. Indeed the numerical expected value is 
of the order 0(10-2 ) independently of N. This is reasonable because in Monte Carlo 
simulation, the accuracy is bounded by a constant times JM where M is the times 
of simulation. In my example, we obtain v'l~OO = 0(10-2 ), which matches the result 
of the numerical experiment in Fig. 6.2. In Fig. 6.3, the value of the variance linearly 
increases and the slope is nearly 1. This exactly describes th second property 6.1. 
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Figure 6.2 Expected value of t he 1000 samples. 
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Figure 6.3 Variance of t he 1000 samples. 
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Through this numerical example, we conclude that the K-L expansion is a reliable 
and accurate way of approximating a stochastic process. 
6.3 Monte Carlo Discontinuous Galerkin Method 
In this section, I consider three methods: NIPG, SIPG and IIPG. In each case, I 
plot the expected value and the variance of the solution on a coarse mesh and a 
refined mesh with four different penalty parameters (Ie = 0.1,1,10 and 100. In these 
experiments, the unstructured coarse mesh consists of 228 triangular elements and 
the unstructured refined mesh consists of 1824 triangular elements. Both meshes were 
generated by Gmsh [28]. The space domain is D = [0,1] x [0,1] and the outcome set 
is r = [-1, 1] 10. The stochastic diffusion function and load function are 
10 
a(y, x) 11'2 + 10 L sin(21rixl) cos(21rix2)yi/ (i1r)2, 
i=l 
f(y, x) - 1011'2 sin(21rXl) cOS(21rX2) 
10 
+ 6 L sin(21r(x~ + x~)) exp( -i(x~ + X~))Yi' 
i=l 
6.3.1 Nonsymmetric Interior Penalty Galerkin Method 
I first sample 10 simulations of the solution by MCDG using the coarse mesh and 
plot the expected value and variance in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5. The penalty parameter 
is (Ie = 0.1,1,10 and 100 for all e and the polynomial degree is r = 2. 
We see that the NIPG solution is stable for different values of penalty parameters 
on the coarse mesh. In order to see whether NIPG is also stable on the refined mesh, 
I sample 10 realizations of the solution by MCDG using the refined mesh. In Fig. 6.6 
and Fig. 6.7, we see that NIPG is also stable on the refined mesh. 
In order to obtain a more accurate solution by MCDG, I simulate 100 solutions 
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Figure 6.4 Expected value of 10 NIPG solutions on the coarse mesh. 
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Figure 6.5 Variance of 10 NIPG solutions on the coarse mesh. 
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Figure 6.6 Expected value of 10 NIPG solutions on the refined mesh. 
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Figure 6.7 Variance of 10 NIPG solutions on the refined mesh. 
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Figure 6.8 : Expected value of 100 NIPG solutions on the coarse mesh. 
and plot the expected value and variance in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9. To find out whether 
the values of the penalty parameters affect the expected value and the variance by 
MCDG, I plot the difference of the expected value and variance of the solution with 
penalty parameters between 0.1 and 1,10 and 1, 100 and 1, 1000 and 1 in Fig. 6.10 
and Fig. 6.11. From the circular areas in the middle of Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11, we 
find that the magnitude of the expected value and the variance are increasing with the 
value of penalty parameters increases. However, the difference remains overall small 
(0(10- 3 ) for expected value and 0(10-4 ) for variance). We conclude that the size of 
the penalty parameter for the NIPG method has negligible effects on the solution. 
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Figure 6.9 Variance of 100 NIPG solutions on the coarse mesh. 
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Figure 6.10 Difference of the expected values obtained with NIPG with varying 
penalty parameters. 
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Figure 6.11 Difference of the variance obtained with NIPG with varying penalty 
parameters. 
6.3.2 Symmetric Interior Penalty Galerkin Method 
In primal discontinuous Galerkin method, the stability of SIPG method depends 
on the magnitude of value of the penalty parameter. I show here that a similar 
phenomenon takes place in MCDG. In Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13, I plot the expected 
value and the variance of 10 simulations of the solution using the coarse mesh and 
the refined mesh with penalty parameters eYe = 0.1 , 1,10 and 100. 
I first observe that meshes have an effect on the performance of SIPG in the MCDG 
method. Generally speaking, SIPG is more stable on the refined mesh than on the 
coarse mesh. However, when the penalty parameter is equal to 10, the expected value 
and the variance of the solutions on the refined mesh is of poor accuracy compared 
with the solutions generated with penalty parameter eYe = 0.1 , 1 and 100. For the 
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Figure 6.12 : Expected value of the SIPG solution by MCDG with different penalty 
parameters on coarse (left) and refined (right ) meshes. 
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Figure 6.13 : Variance of the SIPG solution by MCDG with different penalty param-
eters on coarse (left) and refined (right) meshes. 
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case of the coarse mesh, when the penalty parameters are less than or equal to 10, the 
expected value and the variance are not accurate. The SIPG method is stable in this 
example when the penalty parameter is equal to 100. We conclude that the penalty 
parameter has to be chosen large enough to obtain a reasonable MCDG solution. 
By the results in [29], the estimate of the threshold value is: 
3a 2 
a* = _u p(p + 1) cot(BT)' 
al 
where au and al are the upper and lower bound of the diffusion function a; BT is 
the smallest angle over all triangles in the mesh; p is the polynomial degree in DG 
method. In the numerical experiment, I take 
10 1 
au 7r2 + 10 ~ (i7r)2' 
10 1 
al = 7r2 - 10 ~ (i7r)2 
In the coarse mesh, BT = 39.4851°, a* = 344.5033; III the refined mesh, BT = 
29.0184°, a* = 511.6674. This implies that if the value of penalty parameter is larger 
than 344.5033, SIPG is stable on the coarse mesh for sure; if it is larger than 511.6674, 
SIPG is stable on the refined mesh for sure. 
6.3.3 Incomplete Interior Penalty Galerkin Method 
For the IIPG method, I repeat the experiments done for the SIPG method. I plot the 
expected value and the variance of 10 solutions on the coarse mesh and the refined 
mesh with penalty parameter ae = 0.1, 1, 10 and 100. 
From Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, I first find that compared to SIPG, IIPG is not 
stable when the penalty parameter is equal to 0.1 on both meshes, while SIPG is 
stable with the same parameter 0.1 on the refined mesh. However, IIPG is of higher 
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Figure 6.14 : Expected value of the IIPG solution by MCDG with different penalty 
parameters on coarse (left) and refined (right) meshes. 
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Figure 6.15 : Variance of the lIPG solution by MCDG with different penalty param-
eters on coarse (left) and refined (right) meshes. 
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accuracy when the penalty parameter is equal to 10 on both meshes, while SIPG is 
not. When the penalty parameter is greater than or equal to 100, IIPG is also stable, 
as is the case for SIPG. From these numerical results, we conclude that the choice of 
the penalty parameters is crucial for the IIPG method. It has to be large enough. 
6.4 Discontinuous Diffusion and Load Functions 
In this section, I discuss NIPG method with the discontinuous diffusion and load func-
tions. I generate an unstructured refined mesh consisting 1344 triangular elements 
by Gmsh. The space domain is [-1,1] x [0,1] and the outcome set is [-1,1]10. The 
discontinuous stochastic diffusion function and load function are: 
When Xl ?: 0: 
a(y, x) 
f(y, x) 
When Xl < 0: 
a(y, x) 
f(y,x) 
10 
7f2 + 10 L sin(27fixd cos(27fix2)yI j(i7f)2, 
i=l 
107f2 sin(27fXI) cos(27fx2) 
10 
+ 6 L sin(27f(xi + x~)) exp( -i(xi + x~))YI· 
i=l 
10 
7f2 + 10 L cos(27fixl) cos(27fix2)Y; j (i7f?, 
i=l 
107f2 cos(27fxd cOS(27fX2) 
10 
+ 6 L cos(27f(xi + x~)) exp( -i(xi + x~))y;. 
i=l 
I sample 10 NIPG solutions and plot the expected value and the variance in Fig. 6.16. 
From Fig. 6.16, we conclude that NIPG solution is stable and continuous. 
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Figure 6.16 : Expected value (left) and Variance (right) of the NIPG solution by 
MCDG with discontinuou diffusion function and load function. 
6.5 Comparison of Monte Carlo Finite Element Method and 
Monte Carlo Discontinuous Galerkin Method 
In this section, the performance of the Monte Carlo Finite Element Method (MCFEM) 
and the Monte Carlo Discontinuous Galerkin (MCDG) method is compared. I con-
sider two cases: one i with continuous diffusion and load functions , the other is 
with discontinuous coefficient functions. The formulation of MCFEM can be found 
in section 4 in [10]. It is very similar to the MCDG method defined in Chapter 5. In 
Section 5.1, instead of solving (5.1) , I now solve 
where X~ is the finite element space of continuous piecewise linear polynomials defined 
on D. 
6.5.1 Case 1: Continuous Coefficients 
In this part, I take the same diffusion and load functions to the ones defined in 
Section 6.3, but discuss the difference of the two methods on three different meshes. 
I generate the coarse mesh and the refined ones using Gmesh to obtain the other two. 
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Table 6.1 : Error of MCFEM and MCDG 
Mesh MCFEM Error MCDG Error 
Coarse 2.7 x 10-3 3.7996 X 10-4 
Refine 1 1 x 10-3 3.1386 X 10-4 
Refine2 4.6623 x 10-4 3.5857 X 10-4 
Firstly, I consider the case where the DG method is used with polynomials of degree 
2. In Fig. 6.17, I take 1000 simulations on the first two cases and 100 for the last 
case. 
Then, I compare the MCFEM with the MCDG, where DG is used with polynomial 
of degree 1. Fig. 6.18 shows the results. I take 1000 simulations on the first two cases 
and 100 for the last case. 
From Fig. 6.18, we cannot tell which method is more accurate. In order to compare 
the accuracy of these two methods, I consider the expected value of the solution using 
MCDG with polynomials of degree 2 on the finest mesh in Fig. 6.17 as the exact 
solution Uext and compute the error of MCFEM and MCDG, where DG is used with 
polynomial of degree 1. The error is computed using the formulation: 
Error = Iluapp - Uextll/N 
where N is the number of the common nodes in the meshes on which the approximate 
solution and the exact solution are generated. Table 6.1 implies that MCDG is more 
accurate than MCFEM. 
Then I compare the MCDG and MCFEM on two meshes of roughly the same 
degrees of freedom, 837 and 858 respectively. I take 1000 simulations using these two 
methods. Fig 6.19 shows the results. 
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Figure 6.17: Approximation of expected value by MCDG method (left column) 
and MCFEM method (right column) on a coarse mesh and two finer meshe with 
continuou coefficients. Polynomial of degree 2 are used for MCDG. 
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Figure 6.18 : Approximation of expected value by MCDG method (left column) 
and MCFEM method (right column) on a coarse mesh and two finer meshes with 
continuous coefficients. Polynomial of degree 1 are used for MCDG. 
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Figure 6.19 : Approximation of expected value by MCDG method (left) and MCFEM 
method (right) obtained on the meshes with roughly the same degrees of freedom. 
Degree of freedom is 837 for MCDG and 858 for MCFEM. 
6 .5.2 Case 2: Discont inuous C o effic ients 
In this part , I compare the MCFEM and MCDG with discontinuous diffusion and 
load functions. I use the same coefficient functions as the ones in Section 6.4. I 
generate the coarse mesh using Gmsh and refine it twice by Gmsh to obtain the other 
two. I take 1000 simulations on the first two meshes and 100 simulations on the third 
one. In the same way as in Section 6.5.1, I first compare the MCFEM with MCDG, 
where DG is with polynomial of degree 2. 
From Fig. 6.20, we conclude that the MCDG is more accurate than the MCFEM 
after we refine the mesh. However, in the coarse mesh, the discontinuity of the 
coefficient functions leads to the instability of the MCDG solution. Fig. 6.21 is the 
comparison of the MCDG with polynomial of degree 1 and the MCFEM on the same 
three meshes. 
In Fig. 6.21 and Fig. 6.20, we find that as we refine mesh, MCDG is stable and 
performs accurately. If we take the polynomial of degree 2 in DG method, MCDG 
approximates the solution much accurately than MCFEM, although it is more ex-
pensive. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
In the last few decades, stochastic partial differential equations have become one of 
the most dynamic research areas and many numerical methods have been applied to 
those equations. In my thesis, I consider elliptic partial differential equations with 
stochastic coefficients. I establish and analyse the k x h-version stochastic discontin-
uous Galerkin method (SDG) and provide the a priori error estimates in the energy 
norm and L2 norm. In the energy norm, the error between the exact solution and the 
SDG solution is of order h + Z=~=1 (kn )qn+1. In addition, I compute the expected value 
of the error in the DG norm and conclude that the order is the same with the one in 
the energy norm. In the L2 norm, I obtain the error estimates for the computation of 
the expected value of the solution. The order of the error is h2 + Z=~=1 (kn )Qn+1, which 
is higher in space than the ones in the energy norm and DG norm. Furthermore, I 
discuss the computational work of the stochastic discontinuous Galerkin method and 
find that the corresponding computational cost is Il~=l ( Qk~l) ~~. It is challenging to 
compare it with the cost of the stochastic finite element method in order to conclude 
which method is cheaper. Even though in Table 4.1 we see the cost of the stochastic 
finite element method is only Il~=l (Qk~l) ~d' we cannot say stochastic finite element 
method is cheaper, since the constant in front of the cost depends on the polynomial 
degree r, while the constant in front of the cost of stochastic discontinuous Galerkin 
method is independent of r. 
Besides, I establish the Monte Carlo discontinuous Galerkin method and analyze 
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its stochastic error and space discretization error. I find that as the number of the 
realizations increases, the stochastic error in the DG norm tends to zero. For the 
space discretization error, I obtain two a priori error estimates in the DG norm and L2 
norm of order hmin(k+l,s)-l and hmin(k+l,s) respectively, which are the same order with 
the ones of the a priori error estimates for the Monte Carlo discontinuous Galerkin 
method by computing the expected value of the error. And the computational work 
of this method is M (~ ) . 
In the numerical experiments in Chapter 6, we conclude that in the MCDG 
method, NIPG is stable independently of meshes and the values of the penalty pa-
rameters. SIPG and IIPG are stable when the penalty parameter is large enough. 
SIPG and IIPG perform better on the refined mesh than on the coarse mesh, i.e., 
the SIPG and IIPG solution are more stable on the refined mesh. These results are 
similar to these obtained for deterministic PDEs. Also, I compare the MCDG and 
MCFEM for the cases where the coefficients are discontinuous and continuous. To 
find which method is more accurate, further investigation should be taken. 
As future work, I plan 
1. to find a faster linear system solver. In my thesis, I use Lapack to solve the 
system Ax = b. In the numerical examples, one simulation on the refined mesh 
takes around 75 seconds for NIPG, SIPG and IIPG. If I take 1000 simulations, 
the solver is not effective. Since the times of simulation in Monte Carlo method 
determine the accuracy of the solution, I need to find a faster solver leading to 
higher accuracy. I plan to use the PetsC solvers. 
2. to implement the stochastic collocation method. For a problem with a low di-
mensional outcome set, the stochastic collocation method has many advantages. 
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It leads to the solution of uncoupled deterministic problems and deals with the 
case where the input data depending non-linearly on the random variables effi-
ciently. In the numerical experiment in my thesis, the dimension of the outcome 
set is 10, so applying stochastic collocation method will be promising. 
3. to apply the developed methods to a time-dependent non-linear problem, such 
as the two-phase flow problem in porous media. 
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